Planned half
term

ILP

Subject focus

WOW day

Literacy tree text +
link to topic

English- Genre

Art & design or D&T

Geography

History

RE

PSHE

Science

1

Moon Zoom

D&T

Alien crash scene
investigation

Beegu/Sidney, Stella and the
moon

Moon fact file/ nonsense
word dictionary/ poems and
poetic sentences

Model of the solar system

Satellite images

Astronauts (Neil)

Relationships (caring for
others)

Physical health and wellbeing/fun times

Properties of everyday
materials

2

Superheroes

PE

Superhero hunt

Send for a superhero/I want
My Hat Back

Wanted
posters/letters/emails/chara
cter description (own
version), narrative (sequel)

Drawing and modelling
superheroes

Discrete

Hisorical heroes/heroines

Christianity/Baptism and
naming ceremony

Keeping safe and managing
risks

Human body parts and
senses

3

Dinosaur Planet

History

Visit a Natural History
Museum/Dinosaur hunt

Dinosaurs and all that
rubbish/The odd Egg

Narrative(retelling),
description, letters,
pamphlets, posters,
instructions, labels and
captions, informal letters

Large and small scale
modelling

Locating continents and
oceans

Events beyond living
memory/Significant
individuals-Mary Anning

Festivals/Ceremonies. What
do people celebrate?

Identity, society and equality

Plants and Animals

4

Bright lights, big city

Geography

Afternoon tea with the
Queen

Naughty Bus/Iggy Peck the
Architect

Letters, sequels, nonchronological reports,
narrative (own version),
labels, captions, fact files

Discrete

Countries and capital cities of
the UK, using locational
language, using maps,
geographical similarities

The Great Fire of London

Buddhism. What are the
beliefs around Buddhism?

Drug, alcohol and tobacco
education. What do we put
into our bodies?

Working scientifically

Collage and painting

Seasonal and daily weather
patterns

Significant individuals - Sir
Francis Beaufort

How do people worship?
(Religion and rituals)

Mental health and emotional
wellbeing

Seasonal change

Working with natural
materials, drawing and
painting

Making maps

Discrete

Hinduism (Diwali)

Careers, financial capability
and economic wellbeing

Plants and animals:
Identifying and classifying

5

Splendid Skies

Science

Nature's Treasure Walk

The Magic Bed, Lost and
Found, Yeti and the Bird

Fantasy story where children
are transported to another
world, character
descriptions, retelling, nonchron reports, narractive
(own versions)

6

The Enchanted
Woodland

Science

Visit a local woodland

Stanley Stick/Cave Baby

Letters, list of rules, charcater
descriptions, longer

